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QUESTION 1

Nathan, an application developer, has taken over the lead developer\\'s position and now will administer five other
developers. The last lead developer was a programmer specialized in Xcode. Nathan is not familiar with Xcode at all,
but will have to learn it to develop programs for company. Nathan come across some code left by the past developer:
set this_file to choose file with prompt "Scale your image to 25%" try tell application "Image Capture Scripting" set
this_image to open this_file scale this_image by factor 0.35 save this_image in this_file close this_image end tell on
error error_message beep buttons {"Process failed")default button1 end try 

A. Carbon 

B. AppleTalk 

C. AppleScript 

D. Cocoa 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Charles is writing a script in PERL for a website he is working on. The only problem he is having is that part of his script
needs to call a file that a normal user does not have permission to access. What PERL command could Charles use to
elevate the current user\\'s permission so that the file could be called? 

A. Taint 

B. Setuid 

C. Strict pragma 

D. Setid() 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

What vulnerability is the following code susceptible to? 

CREATE OR REPLACE PROCEDURE demo (name in VARCHAR2) as 

cursor_name INTEGER; 

rows_processed INTEGER; 

sql VARCHAR2(150); 

code VARCHAR2(2); 
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BEGIN 

... 

sql := \\'SELECT postal_code FROM states WHERE state_name = \\'\\'\\' 

|| \\'\\'\\'\\'; 

cursor_name := dbms_sql.open_cursor; 

DBMS_SQL.PARSE(cursor_name, sql, DBMS_SQL.NATIVE); 

DBMS_SQL.DEFINE_COLUMN(cursor_name, 1, code, 10); 

row_processed:= DMBS_SQL.EXECUTIVE(cursor_name); 

DBMS_SQL.CLOSE_CURSOR(cursor_name); 

A. SQL string manipulation 

B. DBMS_Open string attacks 

C. Oracle injection 

D. SQL injection 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Fred has just finished developing a number of ASP pages that will be posted to his company\\'s website. Fred does not
want the page\\'s source code viewed by anyone, so he decided to encode the pages to make the source code
unusable. 

What will the following command accomplish? 

screnc /e asp *.* c:\tmp 

A. Create an MD5 hash for all ASP files in the c:\tmp directory 

B. Encode all ASP files in current directory as ASP files and place them in the c:\tmpdirectory 

C. Encode all ASP files and place them in the c:\tmp directory 

D. Encode all ASP files in in the c:\tmp and place them in the default IIS virtual directory 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Kenny is the CIO for Fredrickson Entertainment, a gaming software company in Omaha. The developers in Kenny\\'s
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company have just finished creating a 3D first person shooter game that will be released to the market within the next
couple of months. Kenny is trying to decide what type of license or activation code structure they should use for the
game to prevent piracy and protect their product. Kenny decides to go with an approach that will allow each sold copy to
be activated online up to five times because he knows his users might have multiple PCs or might need to reinstall the
product at some point. 

What type of activation policy has Kenny decided to go with? 

A. Loose license enforced - reasonable use 

B. License terms enforced - fair use 

C. Strict license terms enforced 

D. Monitor only mode 

Correct Answer: A 
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